
Ocean Devises



The Problem 

• How will the Ocean devise affect the ocean?

By cleaning up the pollution in the ocean 
and having us have a cleaner environment 
for the animals and us.



Variables

• The body 

• The arms of the net 

• The solar panels

• The on/off switch

• Movement of the panels



Research

• Pacific trash island 

• Keep the ocean animals safe

• Having the ocean stay clean

• Recycling 

• Saving the planet



5 Vocab words you need to know

1. Ocean a place where sea animals live and 

2. Toxic waste a toxin that affects global warming

3. Devises something that was created with a 
elticllee field. 

4. Pollution something that effect the earth and 
global warming

5. Cleaning cleaning mean something thing you 
clear or wash that makes it look nice.







Materials 

• Magnets  to take away sharks/other creatures 

• Booties

• Nets

• Reused plastic

• Solar power

• Engine that moves with solar power



Procedure

-Using reused plastic 

-Having left over booties

-Get nets that are small enough to get little things 
of pollution

-Metal sticks to hold the nets and reused plastic

-Solar power

-Engine that runs on solar power



Data Collection Table 

net catching could not close all the 

way

goes slow

net catching closes goes good amount of 

speed

speed Uses energy from sun did not have enough 

power for weight

speed uses energy from sun could move a good 

amount for catching 

pounds to not have too 

much

uses noodles could move and from 

the weight



Data Analysis
• From my investigation it had ups and downs but it went from gas to 

solar to help more of the environment but also could use more 
reusable stuff like baskets and left over metal

• I would have left over plastic and also left over metal to hold everything 
up also could function with bootie to hold it up and the solar power 
engine to make it move 

• From my results it was a success but not in the begging because i 
would have used too much money and not on purpose but add gas in 
the ocean but now its all reused and also using solar power. 

• Now it is trending up now from making pollution and now not making 
pollution for the design of using reused plastic and as you know solar 
power



Data Analysis Graph



Conclusion

• My hypothesis was accepted because it can help save 
the environment.

• I was accepted because in many different ways my 
machine needs improvements to help and save the 
environment.

• How I would correct my work is by having a plan 
beforehand to make sure I have all the materials and 
also make some adjustment to make it realistic. I would 
not make it out of cheap plastic as I did and put the 
materials that would stay on and make sure it can hold 
for a long time. 



Application 

• Why people should care is because if we want a good 
future we should want to save the earth and by that I 
also mean the ocean. 

• I would do this again to teach people of the dangers 
of the ocean. 

• I would make a better plan and make sure that I could 
understand more problems.

• I would take more time and research more for extra 
procedures. 
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